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Hunt Hill 2045: A Long 

Range Plan for Hunt Hill 

Audubon Sanctuary  
 

As approved by the FOHHAS Board of Directors on September 21, 2015 

Purpose  
This Long Range Plan is intended to provide broad guidance and direction for the Friends of 

Hunt Hill Audubon Sanctuary (FOHHAS) to use in developing strategic and operational plans 

over the next thirty  years.   

 

Detailed strategic and operational planning is beyond the scope of this document, and will 

require recurring planning efforts as Hunt Hill responds to year-to-year changes.   

Mission 
Hunt Hill Audubon Sanctuary is a nature preserve and learning center, open to all, dedicated to 

fostering understanding, appreciation and protection of the environment. 

Vision 
FOHHAS will focus on its founder’s intent and on its visitors’ needs in utilizing the land for 

both a sanctuary and as a place for environmental education.   
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Expanded vision   
In the face of ever-increasing human stresses on the global environment, Hunt Hill faces some 

relevant challenges as well as great opportunities. We must continue our efforts to instill in 

people of all ages an awareness of their natural environment and preserve natural areas needed 

to offer visitors and students a living classroom.    

 

By seeking opportunities to expand both the acreage of wild land that we protect and the 

facilities we have, we can increase our dual roles as a local environmental education resource 

and conservator of the exceptional ecosystems of northwestern Wisconsin. 

  

To better serve the membership and community, Hunt Hill needs to correlate the upgrading of 

buildings with projected needs for year round programming and overnight accommodations.  

Upgrades will consist of renovating and upgrading existing buildings, as well as constructing 

new facilities or replacing older buildings that are not practical to upgrade.  

  

We envision the construction of a new visitor center on Hunt Hill land.  The developed 

footprint at Hunt Hill—that is, the land on which buildings, access roads, parking and mowed 

areas—should remain at about current percentage of the total land area of Hunt Hill. 

  

FOHHAS shall maintain its good relationship with NAS while continuing to gain local 

ownership of all Hunt Hill properties.  

  

Hunt Hill should earnestly strive to increase its presence and involvement in the surrounding 

communities by awareness advertising, by expansion of quality and diversified programming 

and growing its outreach programs, especially for children and the growing senior population. 

  

Hunt Hill must remain solvent and responsive by adapting to changes in local demographics, 

developing economic opportunities and meeting challenges, while increasing community 

awareness of environmental issues. 

  

To ensure the preservation and expansion of the Hunt Hill lands and facilities, the Board needs 

to work on increased membership, solid revenue-generating programming and fund-raising 

activities. Constant effort is needed to expand our donor base and increase the FOHHAS 

endowment for self-sustainability. 

  

Frances Andrews was a visionary who left us a special place that brought folk an awareness of 

their natural surroundings. As we look to the future, FOHHAS strives to meet the wishes of 

Frances Andrews while living up to its own mission statement.   
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Recommendations 
1. Keep the developed footprint (buildings, parking, mowed areas, driveways / roads, 

cultivated land and pasture) at Hunt Hill at no more than its current percentage of the 

total Hunt Hill acreage.  This recommendation is consistent with survey results, 

wherein responders felt that Hunt Hill currently provides the right balance of program 

facilities and nature preservation.  Within this recommendation, there is flexibility to 

expand or change the facilities at Hunt Hill to better meet program needs.  

2. Hunt Hill should strive to more fully utilize existing facility capacities to provide the 

income base and usage to justify facilities upgrades.  Rental to groups that bring some 

or all their own staff is encouraged, so long as the mission of the outside groups is not 

incompatible with Hunt Hill’s mission.  Increased usage should be carefully managed 

so that facilities are not compromised and natural resources are not adversely affected.  

3. Hunt Hill should improve its facilities’ capacity to deliver environmental education 

programs.  Facilities improvements should be approached conservatively, by evaluating 

potential program users and ensuring that program usage and income through 

donations, grants, and program fees are sufficient to sustain Hunt Hill’s operation. A 

long-term “blueprint” is needed, and a phased approach toward making both modest 

and substantial changes to Hunt Hill’s facilities will be necessary.  Facilities upgrades 

should be done through a thoughtfully planned mix of renovation or  replacement of 

existing buildings, as well as construction of new buildings.  Specific needs identified 

during LRP committee meetings include:  

a. A new year-round program center and supporting facilities.  

b. Expanded parking to accommodate large programs (there is currently 

insufficient parking to handle several of our larger events). 

c. Improved accessibility for seniors and mobility-impaired users, including 

parking accessibility and accessibility of facilities and some trails.    

4. Hunt Hill should develop and grow long-term financial resources.  It is difficult to 

generate sufficient revenue solely through environmental education program fees. 

Similarly, nature preservation is not, by itself, a revenue generator. Long-term 

strategies are needed to develop sufficient capital for major facilities upgrades as well 

as stability in program staffing.  Capital campaigns, planned giving and endowments 

should be considered as ways to increase capacity.  

5. In addition to environmental education, an important part of Hunt Hill’s mission is to 

preserve in a natural condition the unique habitats of Hunt Hill. As Hunt Hill grows and 

expands its influence, it should consider preservation and protection of additional lands 

in the area. Such an expansion of scope should be done conservatively, as resources 

allow, and with careful evaluation of environmental suitability, i.e. diverse ecosystems 

in need of preservation. New land acquisitions (through donations or purchases) should 

be evaluated within the framework of the Facilities Master Plan.  New land acquisitions 

may be contiguous to core Hunt Hill Audubon Sanctuary property, or in some cases, 

may be farther afield.    
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Stakeholder survey results 

Appendix 2: Summary of demographic forecast 
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Appendix 1. Stakeholder survey results
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Appendix 2.  Analysis of demographics and 

demographic forecast 
 

 
This appendix contains selected nuggets from Wisconsin's Future Population (Dec 2013) 

2010-2040.   (The committee's measuring stick of 25 years in the future would be 2037-

corresponding to the report's  outer time period): 
         On page 19, the year of peak projected population in Washburn county:  2035 
 
         Washburn percentage change in county population from 2010-2040:+10-15% 
 
         Percent of population aged 65 and older (2010 census):  20-25% 
 
         Percent of population aged 65 and older (2040 projection);  30-35% 
 

 
By county, there is a table that lists age groups, population of males for 
2010 and 2040, then the same for females.  My gleanings for Washburn county: 
 
         More women in 2040 than men 
          

Many more people ages 45+ both in 2010 and by 2040 there is a drop off in 

population growth in 25-29 age group in both 2010 and 2040 there is an "Elder 

boom'-dramatic projected increases in 2040 in people 70+ decreases in age groups 

25-259, 40-54 in 2040 
 
To see the original report: http://www.doa.state.wi.us/Divisions/Intergovernmental-

Relations/Demographic-Services-Center/Wisconsin-Population-Projections/.  


